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ABSTRACT
Aims. A tiny fraction of the quasar population shows remarkably weak emission lines. Several hypotheses have been developed, but
the weak line quasar (WLQ) phenomenon still remains puzzling. The aim of this study was to create a sizeable sample of WLQs and
WLQ-like objects and to evaluate various properties of this sample.
Methods. We performed a search for WLQs in the spectroscopic data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 7 based on
Kohonen self-organising maps for nearly 105 quasar spectra. The final sample consists of 365 quasars in the redshift range z = 0.6−4.2
(z = 1.50 ± 0.45) and includes in particular a subsample of 46 WLQs with equivalent widths WMg ii < 11Å and WC iv < 4.8Å. We
compared the luminosities, black hole masses, Eddington ratios, accretion rates, variability, spectral slopes, and radio properties of
the WLQs with those of control samples of ordinary quasars. Particular attention was paid to selection effects.
Results. The WLQs have, on average, significantly higher luminosities, Eddington ratios, and accretion rates. About half of the excess
comes from a selection bias, but an intrinsic excess remains probably caused primarily by higher accretion rates. The spectral energy
distribution shows a bluer continuum at rest-frame wavelengths >∼ 1500 Å. The variability in the optical and UV is relatively low, even
taking the variability-luminosity anti-correlation into account. The percentage of radio detected quasars and of core-dominant radio
sources is significantly higher than for the control sample, whereas the mean radio-loudness is lower.
Conclusions. The properties of our WLQ sample can be consistently understood assuming that it consists of a mix of quasars at
the beginning of a stage of increased accretion activity and of beamed radio-quiet quasars. The higher luminosities and Eddington
ratios in combination with a bluer spectral energy distribution can be explained by hotter continua, i.e. higher accretion rates. If
quasar activity consists of subphases with different accretion rates, a change towards a higher rate is probably accompanied by an
only slow development of the broad line region. The composite WLQ spectrum can be reasonably matched by the ordinary quasar
composite where the continuum has been replaced by that of a hotter disk. A similar effect can be achieved by an additional power-law
component in relativistically boosted radio-quiet quasars, which may explain the high percentage of radio quasars.
Key words. Quasars: general – quasars: emission lines
1. Introduction
Broad emission lines (BELs) are a defining characteristic of
type 1 active galactic nuclei (AGN). The weakness or even ab-
sence of BELs is the most remarkable feature of a class of high-
luminosity AGNs called weak-line quasars (WLQs). The first
discovered WLQ was the radio-quiet quasar PG 1407+265 at
redshift z = 0.94 (McDowell et al. 1995) with undetectably
weak Hβ and UV BELs although the continuum properties are
similar to those of normal radio-quiet quasars. Fan et al. (1999)
discovered the first high-z WLQ, SDSS J153259.96+003944.1
(z = 4.62) and suggested that it is either the most distant known
BL Lac object with very weak radio emission or a new type of
unbeamed quasars whose broad emission line region (BLR) is
very weak or absent. Based on the multi-colour selection of the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000), about one
hundred high-z WLQs have been found with Lyα-N v rest-frame
equivalent width < 15 Å (Diamond-Stanic et al. 2009; Shemmer
et al. 2010; Wu et al. 2012).
? The full catalogue is only available in electronic form at the CDS
via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr
Low values of the equivalent widths of the BELs can be the
result of abnormally low line fluxes or of an unusually strong
continuum. Relativistic beaming provides an example for di-
lution of the line strength by a boosted continuum. However,
such an interpretation of the WLQ phenomenon is widely con-
sidered unlikely because many properties of the WLQs (e.g.
radio-loudness, variability, and polarisation) are different from
those of BL Lac objects (McDowell et al. 1995; Shemmer et al.
2006; Diamond-Stanic et al. 2009; Plotkin et al. 2010; Lane et
al. 2011; Wu et al. 2012). WLQs are also different from type 2
quasars where only the broad line components are missed in the
unpolarised spectra, and the Eddington ratios ε = L/LEdd1 are
usually lower (Tran et al. 2003; Shi et al. 2010; Shemmer et al.
2010). Factors that can mimic WLQ spectra are line absorption
or a strong Fe ii pseudo-continuum (e.g. Lawrence et al. 1988).
Such explanations may work for some objects but do not explain
the WLQ phenomenon in general (McDowell et al. 1995). Any
scenario based on dust absorption has to be able to explain the
weakening of the BELs without any reddening of the continuum.
1 The Eddington luminosity LEdd is the luminosity for the critical sta-
ble case where the gravitational pressure of the accretion flow is exactly
balanced by the pressure of the radiation flow.
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Fig. 1. Six examples of quasars with weak emission lines from the WLQ sample. For comparison the quasar composite spectrum
from Vanden Berk et al. (2001; smooth red curve) is over-plotted, shifted to the redshift of the quasar and normalised to the total flux
density between 3900 Å and 9000 Å (observer frame). At the top of each panel, the SDSS name, the redshift z, and the parameter
FFT = first fr type (0 - not detected by FIRST; 1 - core-dominated radio source) from the Shen catalogue are given. The dotted
vertical lines indicate the usually strong emission lines.
Though a number of ideas have been developed, the WLQ
phenomenon remains puzzling. The hypotheses can be roughly
grouped into two families based on either an extraordinary BLR
or unusual properties of the central ionising source. The former
includes, in particular, the ideas of generally abnormal prop-
erties of the BEL emitting clouds (Shemmer et al. 2010), a
low covering factor of the BLR (i.e. a low fraction of the cen-
tral source covered by BEL clouds, Nikołajuk et al. 2012), or
a relative shortage of high-energy UV/X-ray photons due to a
shielding gas with a high covering factor that prevents the X-
ray photons from reaching the BLR (Lane et al. 2011; Wu et
al. 2012). Abnormal properties of the continuum source may in-
clude a high Eddington ratio as in PHL 1811 (e.g. Leighly et al.
2007; but see Hryniewicz et al. 2010; Shemmer et al. 2010), a
freshly launched wind from the accretion disk (Hryniewicz et al.
2010), an optically dull AGN (Comastri et al. 2002; Severgnini
et al. 2003), or a cold accretion disk around a high-mass (M ≥
3 · 109M) black hole (Laor & Davis 2011).
In a previous study (Meusinger et al. 2012, hereafter Paper
1), we used the database of the 105 quasar spectra from the
SDSS Seventh Data Release (DR7, Abazajian et al. 2009) to
select the approximately one per cent of the quasars with the
strongest deviations of their spectra from the ordinary quasar
spectrum as represented by the SDSS quasar composite spec-
trum (Vanden Berk et al. 2001). About one fifth of this sample
was classified as uncommon because of remarkably weak BELs.
We found that these WLQs are, on average, more luminous, have
a steeper composite spectrum (i.e. lower value of αλ, Fλ ∝ λαλ )
at λ >∼ 2000Å, and have a high percentage of radio-loud quasars
(26%). In addition, in a study of the variability of the quasars
in the SDSS stripe 82 revealed, it was found that WLQs tend to
have lower variability amplitudes (Meusinger et al. 2011). No
effort has been made to create complete WLQ samples in these
previous studies.
The present paper is aimed at the construction and analy-
sis of a more voluminous and more thoroughly selected sam-
ple of WLQs and WLQ-like objects by taking again advantage
of the unprecedented spectroscopic data from the SDSS DR7.
This study exploits the compilations of quasar properties by
Schneider et al. (2010) and Shen et al. (2011) that are based
on the SDSS DR7 and include data from the 1.4 GHz radio
survey Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-Centimeters
(FIRST; Becker et al. 1995). We apply essentially the same se-
lection method as in Paper 1. The selection and the construction
of the WLQ sample is described in Sect. 2. Section 3 is consid-
ered with the UV composite spectrum, the luminosities, black
hole masses, Eddington ratios, accretion rates, and variability,
where particular attention is paid to the role of selection effects.
The wide band spectral energy distribution (SED) and the radio
properties are the subject of Sect. 4. The results are discussed in
Sect. 5 and summarised in Sect. 6.
2. Selection of the WLQ sample
In Paper 1, we have shown that the selection of unusual spectra
from the huge database of the SDSS can be performed efficiently
by the combination of the power of the Kohonen self-organising
map (SOM) algorithm and the eyeball inspection of the resulting
SOMs in the form of spectra icon maps. The Kohonen algorithm
(Kohonen 2001), an unsupervised learning process based on an
artificial neural network, generates a low-dimensional (typically
two-dimensional) map of complex input data. The SOM algo-
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rithm and the software tool ASPECT2 used for the computation
were described in detail in a separate paper (in der Au et al.
2012).
The present study is based on the 36 SOMs from Paper 1
for the nearly 105 objects classified as quasars with z = 0.6
- 4.2 by the spectroscopic pipeline of the SDSS DR7. Each
SOM consists of the quasars within a z interval of the width
∆z = 0.1, sorted (clustered) according to the relative similarity
of their spectra. For each SOM, an icon map was created where
each object is represented by its SDSS spectrum with largely
reduced spectral resolution. Despite the loss of resolution, the
icon maps are well suited to quickly localise objects with spe-
cial broad spectral features, such as unusually red or reddened
continua, broad absorption lines (BALs), and unusually strong
or unusually weak BELs. In Paper 1, we selected 103 unusual
spectra of different types. This selection was not primarily aimed
at high completeness, and particularly the subsample of quasars
with weak BELs was supposed to be substantially incomplete.
In the present study, we re-inspected all 36 spectra icon SOMs
with the purpose to select solely spectra with relatively weak
BELs. Unlike Paper 1, the new selection includes only spec-
tra with clearly recognised quasar-typical spectral features that
allows us to estimate the redshift; i.e., featureless blue spectra
were not included here. In the first step, a total number of nearly
∼ 2500 candidates were selected as the initial sample of visually
selected candidate WLQs, among them are 2249 quasars listed
in the SDSS DR7 quasar catalogue (Schneider et al. 2010).
The selection procedure is of course subjective and the se-
lected sample is contaminated by other types of objects such as
quasars with line absorption (BALs or associated narrow absorp-
tion lines) reducing the BEL flux, some early-type stars, and
also by different types of objects with noisy spectra where the
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is too low for a certain classification.
To purify the initial sample, the selected objects were inspected
individually in more detail by fitting the de-redshifted and fore-
ground extinction corrected SDSS spectra to the SDSS quasar
composite spectrum from Vanden Berk et al. (2001). The fitting
algorithm is aimed to match both the positions of the typical
quasar emission lines and the shape of the pseudo-continuum.
The z values derived in that way are generally in good agree-
ment with those from the SDSS DR7 quasar catalogue, with only
a few exceptions. Objects not identified in the quasar catalogue,
as well as objects with discrepant z values, were simply rejected
from the sample. The final WLQ sample consists of 365 quasars
with counterparts in the SDSS DR7 quasar catalogue. The mean
redshift is z = 1.50 ± 0.45. Figure 1 displays six typical spectra.
Relevant data for the WLQs were taken from Schneider et
al. (2010) and Shen et al. (2011). From the catalogue of quasar
properties from SDSS DR7 (Shen et al. 2011; hereafter Shen
catalogue) we took in particular the equivalent widths (EWs) of
the prominent BELs, the flux of the continuum close to these
lines, the bolometric luminosity L, the fiducial virial black hole
mass M from scaling relations, the Eddington ratio, and radio
properties.
The line measurements in the Shen catalogue were made
in the rest frame after removal of the Galactic foreground ex-
tinction. For each line, a local power law plus an iron template
was fitted and then subtracted from the spectrum. The resulting
line spectrum was modelled by various functions. Measurements
of the EWs for both the Mg ii λ2798 line and the C iv λ1549
line are available for 136 of the selected WLQs with redshifts
2 http://www.tls-tautenburg.de/fileadmin/research/meus/ASPECT/
ASPECT.html
Fig. 2. Equivalent width WC iv of the C iv λ1549 line versus
equivalent width WMg ii of the Mg ii λ2798 line for the quasars
from the WLQ sample with 1.50 ≤ z ≤ 2.22 (filled red squares)
and for 35137 quasars in the same redshift range from the Shen
catalogue (equally spaced logarithmic local point density con-
tours estimated with a grid size of ∆ = 2Å on both axes).
1.50 ≤ z ≤ 2.22. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the WLQs
on the WMg ii − WC iv plane in comparison with all SDSS DR7
quasars in the same redshift interval. The centroid of the WLQs
at (WMg ii,WC iv) = (16.6±6.5Å,14.2±14.6Å) is clearly distant
from that of the ordinary quasars. On the other hand, our sample
also contains quasars where obviously only one of the equiva-
lent widths, WMg ii or WC iv, is low while the other is normal and
even some quasars with normal values for both lines. We did not
reject these quasars to clean the WLQ sample further because a
wider span of properties allows us to study some trends of other
properties with the EW.
As mentioned above, the WLQ selection was confined to
spectra with clearly recognisable quasar-typical features. The
advantage of reliable redshifts is however at the expense of the
completeness of such a sample at low EWs. In particular, we re-
jected 32 objects with blue spectra from our initial sample be-
cause the spectra appeared more or less featureless to us. To
estimate how strongly our final sample may be biased against
low-EW WLQs, we checked, a posteriori, several catalogues
for additional information on these 32 rejected objects (Tab. 1).
Altogether 18 objects were classified as white dwarfs (WDs) of
spectral type DC or DQ, another one as a cataclysmic variable
(CV). Ten sources are classified as high-confidence radio-loud
BL Lacertae objects in the catalogue of optically selected BL
Lac objects from the SDSS DR7 (Plotkin et al. (2010) and also in
the Roma-BZCAT multifrequency catalogue of blazers (Massaro
et al. 2009). One object, SDSS J160410.22+432614.6, is listed
in the Plotkin et al. catalogue of weak-featured radio-quiet ob-
jects and may be a WLQ that is missed in the present sample. For
the remaining two objects, the SDSS DR10 explorer tool gives
high proper motions suggesting that they are nearby stars, most
likely WDs.
Absolute proper motions are very helpful in distinguishing
extragalactic objects from nearby white dwarfs. Table 1 lists the
proper motions taken from the PPMXL catalogue (Ro¨ser et al.
3
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Table 1. 32 objects rejected from the initial sample because of
featureless spectra. The type classification and the proper motion
(pm) data were taken from the catalogues labelled in the colums
3 and 6 and listed in the footnote to the table.
SDSS J Type Ref. pm Ipm Ref.
(mas/yr)
003745.52+074423.2 WD 1 44 5.1 9
021923.41+010413.4 WD 1 18 2.2 9
024058.79-003934.5 WD 1 23 2.7 9
073249.49+354651.5 WD 1 40 5.6 9
084732.74+172819.1 WD 2 70 9.9 9
084749.21+183016.8 WD 1 151 21.4 9
085246.87+100523.0 WD 1 61 5.9 9
093958.63+340152.4 pm star 3 58 8.4 9
094857.88+123243.0 WD 1 188 23.4 9
095933.22+144548.9 WD 4 70 9.3 9
100149.22+144123.8 WD 5 346 90.7 5
101509.57+351813.8 WD 1 65 8.3 9
105430.62+221054.8 BL Lac 6,7 4 0.7 9
113245.62+003427.7 BL Lac 6,7 2 0.4 9
120423.80+230913.3 WD 1 51 7.8 9
121856.69+414800.2 WD 1 34 4.6 9
122008.29+343121.7 BL Lac 6,7 8 1.3 9
124510.00+570954.3 BL Lac 6,7 5 0.9 9
124818.78+582028.9 BL Lac 6,7 6 0.9 9
125335.04+163020.5 WD 1 139 18.5 9
130210.74+454424.3 pm star 3 46 6.2 9
132232.05+373032.9 WD 1 49 7.4 9
133040.69+565520.1 BL Lac 6,7 6 0.6 9
141904.67+110306.2 WD 4 19 2.6 9
145427.13+512433.7 BL Lac 6,7 5 0.8 9
152913.56+381217.5 BL Lac 6,7 4 0.7 9
153324.26+341640.3 BL Lac 6,7 4 0.8 9
160410.22+432614.6 WLQ 7 9 1.4 9
161315.36+511608.3 WD 1 112 6.6 9
170108.89+395443.0 BL Lac 6,7 5 0.7 9
220911.31-003543.0 WD 1 6 0.7 9
224303.81+221456.0 CV 8 7 1.0 9
References. 1 - Kleinman et al. (2013); 2 - McCook & Sion (1999); 3 -
SDSS DR10 explorer; 4 - Girven et al. (2011); 5 - Paper 1 (Tab. 2); 6 -
Massaro et al. (2009, catalogue version August 2012); 7 - Plotkin et al.
(2010); 8 - Thostensen & Skinner (2012); 9 - Ro¨ser et al. (2010)
2010). In addition, a proper motion index, Ipm is given that is
defined as the pm in units of the pm error. For the 10 BL Lac
objects, the mean pm index Ipm = 0.8 indicates zero proper mo-
tion. In contrast, the sample of the 18 WDs plus one CV has
a mean pm of 79 mas/yr and a mean pm index Ipm = 12.9.
The inspection of the individual sources yields that the pm index
does not indicate significant proper motions for all BL Lac ob-
jects, the probably missed WLQ SDSS J160410.22+432614.6,
and for two objects classified as stellar in the literature (SDSS
J220911.31-003543.0 and SDSS J224303.81+221456.0). A low
pm does not necessarily exclude that these objects are nearby
stars. On the other hand, however, we cannot definitively exclude
that they are WLQs.
Only three objects from Tab.1 are in the Shen cata-
logue: the probable WLQ SDSS J160410.22+432614.6 and the
two BL Lac objects SDSS J113245.62+003427.7 and SDSS
J170108.89+395443.0. The EWs of the Mg ii line are 1.0 Å,
5.8 Å, and 9.4 Å. The mean value of 5.4 Å is close to the 5 Å
EW limit for the selection of BL Lac objects (e.g. Plotkin et al.
2008; Ghisellini et al. 2011). The EWs of the WLQ sample fol-
low a log-normal distribution with the lower 3σ deviation from
the mean value at 4.6 Å. There are only two WLQs (0.5%) with
lower EWs in our sample. We assume therefore that the mini-
mum Mg ii EW threshold of our selection is at about 5 Å. Given
that this threshold is exceeded by SDSS J170108.89+395443.0
with WMg ii = 9.4 Å, we conclude that Tab. 1 may contain up to
altogether four wrongly rejected WLQs.
For some purposes it is useful to restrict the quasar sam-
ple to the redshift interval 0.7 ≤ z ≤ 1.7 (Meusinger & Weiss
2013). First, the formal uncertainties of the catalogued bolo-
metric luminosities and black hole masses are lowest for such
redshifts. As pointed out by Shen et al. (2011), the mass uncer-
tainty was propagated from the measurement uncertainties of the
continuum luminosities and the line width, but does neither in-
clude systematic effects nor the statistical uncertainty from the
calibration of the scaling relations. Secondly, in that z interval,
the fiducial black hole masses from the Shen catalogue are uni-
formly derived from the scaling relation for the Mg ii line. Virial
masses derived from the C iv line are considered to be less reli-
able than those from the Hβ or the Mg ii line (e.g. Shen & Liu
2012). Moreover, the estimation of the accretion rate (Sect. 3.2)
requires the knowledge of the continuum slope αλ between 3000
and 4800Å, which can be measured from the SDSS spectra only
for not too high z. The restricted WLQ sample (hereafter: rWLQ
sample) with 0.7 ≤ z ≤ 1.7 contains 261 quasars. It is partic-
ularly useful when luminosities, black hole masses, Eddington
ratios, or accretion rates are considered.
Because it is difficult to compare the resulting WLQ sample
with known WLQ samples defined by the measured EWs, it is
helpful to consider a subsample that follows a statistically based
selection. Following Diamond-Stanic et al. (2009), we assumed
a log-normal EW distribution and defined WLQs as quasars hav-
ing EWs below a 3σ threshold. For the quasars from the Shen
catalogue in the redshift range of the rWLQ sample we obtain
the mean EWs 34.1 Å, 38.7 Å and the WLQ selection thresholds
11 Å, 4.8 Å for the Mg ii line and the C iv line, respectively. The
subsamples from the entire WLQ sample and the rWLQ sample,
respectively, with EWs below these thresholds are hereafter indi-
cated by the suffix EWS. The WLQ-EWS subsample consists of
46 quasars with a mean redshift z = 1.48 ± 0.56 and mean EWs
8.8 ± 1.9 Å, 2.6 ± 1.2 Å. Assuming that Tab. 1 contains at most
four wrongly rejected WLQs, the completeness of this sample,
compared with other samples based on the SDSS DR7 spectro-
scopic quasar catalogue, is expected to be about 90%. It must
be noted, however, that this catalogue itself is biased against
quasars with very week emission lines. The rWLQ-EWS sub-
sample consists of 33 quasars with z = 1.24±0.24 and 9.0±1.8 Å,
2.5 ± 1.3 Å.
3. UV/optical properties of the selected quasars
In this Section, we analyse mean properties of our WLQs where
various subsamples are considered. Particular attention should
be payed to the WLQ-EWS and rWLQ-EWS subsamples be-
cause they are closest to traditional WLQ samples. On the other
hand, these subsamples are small and it thus makes sense to also
consider the corresponding parent samples for comparison. In
the context of the black hole mass, the Eddington ratio, and espe-
cially the accretion rate, the rWLQ-EWS and the rWLQ sample
should be preferred (see above). For the comparison with nor-
mal quasars, the z dependence of quasar properties must be taken
into consideration because the z distribution of the rWLQ sam-
ple is different from that of the entire Shen catalogue. Therefore,
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Fig. 3. Arithmetic median composite spectrum (thick red curve)
and standard deviation (green shaded area) for (a) the WLQ-
EWS sample, (b) the entire WLQ sample, and (c) the radio-loud
subsample. For comparison, the SDSS quasar composite spec-
trum (thin blue curve) from Vanden Berk et al. (2001) is over-
plotted, normalised to match the WLQ composites at the right
hand side.
we created a comparison sample of ordinary quasars with the
same z distribution following the procedure outlined in Paper 1.
The comparison sample is about ten times larger than the rWLQ
sample. For the mean EW of the comparison quasars we find
(WMg ii,WC iv) = (42±22 Å, 51±52 Å) compared with (17±7 Å,
17±18 Å) for the rWLQ sample (Tab. 2).
3.1. Composite spectra
The individual inspection of the SDSS spectra led to the impres-
sion that many WLQs show a steeper continuum than the SDSS
quasar composite spectrum (see Fig. 1). This tendency was al-
ready reported in Paper 1, but it appears even more pronounced
in the present WLQ sample.
We computed composite spectra in the same way as in Paper
1. The procedure is essentially based on the combining tech-
nique described by Vanden Berk et al. (2001). Fig. 3 shows the
resulting arithmetic median composite spectra for (a) the WLQ-
EWS subsample and (b) the entire WLQ sample. For compari-
son, the SDSS quasar composite spectrum from Vanden Berk et
al. (2001) is over-plotted, arbitrarily normalised at 3200 Å. The
comparison clearly illustrates the weaker BELs and the steeper
(i.e. less reddened) ultraviolet continuum for both (a) the WLQ-
EWS subsample and (b) the entire WLQ sample.
We also confirm the finding from Paper 1 that the WLQ spec-
tra flatten at short wavelengths, approximately below 2000 Å.
We estimated the spectral slopes of the individual spectra by fit-
ting the Fλ ∝ λαλ power law in pseudo-continuum windows (see
Paper 1) and found a mean value of αλ = −1.69 ± 0.36 for the
rWLQs compared to −1.53 ± 0.39 for the ordinary quasars from
the comparison sample with S/N> 5 in both cases. For the 97
quasars with 1.7 < z < 3 in the full WLQ sample the mean slope
is αλ = −1.52 ± 0.35.
A possible explanation of the steeper continuum could be an
additional non-thermal component in WLQ spectra. Therefore,
we also computed the composite spectrum of the subsample
of radio-loud WLQ. Usually, quasars are classified as radio-
loud based on the radio-to-optical flux ratio. Kellermann et al.
(1989) defined the radio-loudness parameter R = F5GHz/F4400Å,
where F5GHz and F4400Å are the flux densities at rest-frame 5
GHz and 4400Å, and called quasars with R greater than 10 as
radio-loud. Since then, R = 10 is commonly used to distin-
guish radio-loud and radio-quiet quasars (e.g. Francis et al. 1993;
Urry & Padovani 1995; Ivezic´ et al. 2002; McLure & Jarvis
2004; Richards et al. 2011), although this value is to some de-
gree rather arbitrary (e.g. Falcke et al. 1996; Wang et al. 2006;
Sect. 5 below). We took the radio-loudness parameter from the
Shen catalogue. Shen et al. (2011) estimated the radio-loudness
R = F6cm/F2500Å following Jiang et al. (2007), where F6cm is the
flux density at rest-frame 6 cm determined from the FIRST inte-
grated flux density at 20 cm assuming a power law Fν ∝ λαν with
αν = −0.5. The rest-frame 2500 Å flux density F2500Å is deter-
mined from the power-law continuum fit to the SDSS spectrum.
Following Jiang et al. (2007), we use the criterion R > 10 to clas-
sify radio-loud quasars. Figure 3 c shows the radio-loud WLQ
composite spectrum. It is very similar to that of the entire WLQ
sample, which is dominated by radio-quiet quasars. We conclude
that there is no significant difference between the composites of
radio-loud and of radio-quiet WLQs, in accordance with earlier
findings for ordinary quasars (e.g. Francis et al. 1993).
It is known from both multi-epoch photometry and spec-
troscopy of SDSS quasars that the variability in the emission line
flux is only ∼ 10% of the variability in the underlying continuum
(Wilhite et al. 2005; Meusinger et al. 2011). Let us assume that
the WLQs represent a stage where the continuum is significantly
enhanced but the lines are not. At the bottom of Fig. 4 a, the
continuum of the SDSS composite spectrum between the Lyα
and the Mg ii line is fitted by a simple multi-temperature black
body (MTBB) model with a temperature parameter T ∗ ≈ 8 104 K
that provides a good fit to the observed quasar composite spectra
over a much wider wavelength range (e.g. Meusinger & Weiss
2013). The steeper WLQ composite requires a higher tempera-
ture. Indeed, the fit is considerably improved when we subtract
the continuum of the 8 · 104 K MTBB from the SDSS compos-
ite and add instead the continuum of the 105 K model. An al-
5
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Fig. 4. Two interpretations of the steeper slope of the WLQ con-
tinuum. (a): At the bottom of the panel, the WLQ composite
spectrum (red) is compared with the slightly smoothed SDSS
quasar composite spectrum (solid blue) fitted by a MTBB model
with temperature parameter T ∗ = 8 104 K (dotted blue). The
thick black curve above is a modified version of the SDSS quasar
composite with a hotter continuum fitted to the MTBB model
for T ∗ = 105 K and compared with the WLQ composite spec-
trum (red) that is normalised to match the former at the right
hand side. (b): As (a), but the modification of the SDSS quasar
composite spectrum consists of an additional power-law com-
ponent instead of a hotter continuum. Vertical lines: continuum
windows.
ternative way to achieve a similar result is shown in Fig. 4 b.
We simply added a hypothetical further power-law component
Fλ ∝ λ−1.7, i.e. αν = −0.3, of approximately the same level as the
thermal continuum at 3000 Å. In both cases, the WLQ composite
spectrum is well matched by the modified SDSS quasar compos-
ite spectrum. The enhancement of the continuum flux dilutes the
line flux and reduces the EWs of the lines correspondingly.
3.2. Luminosity, black hole mass, Eddington ratio, and
accretion rate
3.2.1. Mean properties and correlation diagrams
Table 2 lists the mean values of the bolometric luminosity L,
the black hole mass M, the Eddington ratio ε, and the accre-
tion rate M˙ for the WLQ-EWS subsample, the rWLQ-EWS sub-
sample, the corresponding parent samples, and the comparison
sample. The rWLQ sample is subdivided into the subsamples of
radio-loud and not radio-loud quasars, and the radio-loud sub-
sample is subdivided into core-dominated and lobe-dominated
radio sources. Quasars with R > 10 are classified as radio-
loud (Sect. 3.1). The not radio-loud subsample includes both
radio-quiet quasars, i.e. R < 10, and quasars outside the FIRST
footprint area. With the exception of M˙, all data were taken
from the Shen catalogue. The distinction of lobe-dominated
and core-dominated radio sources is based on the parameter
first radio flag.
We estimated the accretion rate in the same way as in
Meusinger & Weiss (2013). This approach is based on the scal-
ing relation for M˙ derived by Davis & Laor (2011) from the
standard accretion disk model. As was shown by Davis & Laor
(2011), this relation can be used to compute M˙ from the optical
luminosity and is thus less affected by the uncertainties of the
innermost part of the accretion disk. We slightly modified this
relation to
M˙ = 3.5 · 0.64−1.5·(1+αλ) L1.53000,45 M−0.898 , (1)
by extrapolating the optical luminosity from the continuum lu-
minosity L3000 at 3000 Å adopting a power law with the spectral
index αλ where L3000,45 is L3000 in units of 1045 erg s−1 and M8
is the black hole mass in units of 108M. We derived the con-
tinuum spectral index αλ for each quasar individually by fitting
a power law to the foreground extinction-corrected SDSS spec-
trum in the continuum windows. These individual slopes were
used for all those quasars having spectra with S/N > 3 in at
least three windows. For quasars with noisier spectra we simply
adopted the mean slope αλ = −1.52 from the composite spec-
trum of the parent sample. The average accretion rate for the
rWLQ-EWS sample is three times higher than for the compari-
son sample. The rWLQ sample shows a higher average accretion
rate as well.3
Table 2 suggests that our WLQs tend to have on average
higher luminosities, black hole masses, Eddington ratios, and
accretion rates compared to ordinary quasars. We tested the null
hypothesis H0 that the WLQ samples and the comparison sam-
ple are drawn from the same population against the alternative
hypothesis H1 that the values of the population from which the
WLQs were drawn are statistically higher than the values of
the population of ordinary quasars. We applied the one-tailed
Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test (e.g. Siegel & Castellan
1988). H0 has to be rejected with an error probability α if the test
statistic Dmax is larger than a critical value Dcrit,α(n1, n2), where
α is the probability of rejecting H0 when it is in fact true, n1
and n2 are the numbers of quasars in the two samples. Table 3
lists the values for Dmax for the first seven samples from Tab. 2,
the subsample of lobe-dominant radio-loud WLQ was omitted
because of the small sample size. In the last two columns, the
critical values Dcrit are listed for α = 0.01 and 0.001, respec-
tively. With two exceptions, H0 has to be rejected in favour of
H1 at α = 0.001. The null hypothesis cannot be rejected for the
black hole masses of the EWS subsamples. There is no strong
difference, on the other hand, between WLQs of different radio
properties, although the radio-loud subsample is a little bit more
extreme than the radio-quiet one.
Figure 5 displays the distributions in the L − M − ε − M˙
parameter space. The top row shows the rWLQ-EWS sample
and the rWLQ sample as symbols and the comparison sample
3 The accretion rates estimated for the WLQ-EWS sample and the
entire WLQ sample, respectively, are even higher, but are not listed in
Tab. 2 because of the anticipated higher uncertainties.
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Fig. 5. Bolometric luminosity (left), Eddington ratio ε (middle), and accretion rate (right) as a function the black hole mass. Top:
rWLQ sample (magenta frames: rWLQ-EWS subsample, filled red squares: FIRST-detected, open red squares: FIRST undetected)
and comparison sample (CS; contours). Second row: high-luminosity subsample (blue symbols) from a simulated quasar sample
(contours). Third row: The subsample of comparison quasars with WMg ii < 15Å and WC iv < 7Å (black symbols) compared with
the entire comparison sample (contours). Bottom: quasars with high-S/N spectra (magenta symbols) from the comparison sample
compared with the entire comparison sample (contours).
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Table 2. Mean properties of the WLQ, rWLQ, WLQ-EWS, rWLQ-EWS, and comparison sample.
Sample Number Mean z WMg ii (Å) WC iv (Å) L(1046erg/s) M(109M) ε M˙(M/yr)
WLQ-EWSa 46 1.48 ± 0.56 9 ± 2 3 ± 1 5.5 ± 3.6 1.8 ± 1.8 0.47 ± 0.46 -
rWLQ-EWSa 33 1.24 ± 0.24 9 ± 2 3 ± 1 4.9 ± 3.5 1.7 ± 1.8 0.38 ± 0.29 7.6 ± 6.4
WLQ all 365 1.50 ± 0.45 17 ± 8 13 ± 14 7.7 ± 11.2 3.1 ± 4.1 0.32 ± 0.30 -
rWLQ all 261 1.32 ± 0.24 17 ± 7 17 ± 18 5.7 ± 5.7 2.7 ± 2.9 0.28 ± 0.22 6.5 ± 7.0
rWLQ nRLb 202 1.32 ± 0.24 18 ± 7 17 ± 17 5.3 ± 5.2 2.5 ± 2.9 0.27 ± 0.21 6.0 ± 6.9
rWLQ RLc 59 1.31 ± 0.22 14 ± 6 20 ± 23 7.3 ± 7.0 3.1 ± 2.9 0.30 ± 0.26 8.0 ± 7.0
rWLQ RL,cd 49 1.33 ± 0.22 14 ± 6 20 ± 24 7.2 ± 7.3 2.9 ± 2.8 0.32 ± 0.27 7.9 ± 7.1
rWLQ RL,le 10 1.22 ± 0.21 17 ± 5 22 ± 00 7.7 ± 5.5 4.3 ± 2.9 0.22 ± 0.18 8.3 ± 7.0
Comparison 2750 1.32 ± 0.24 42 ± 22 51 ± 52 1.5 ± 1.6 1.1 ± 1.1 0.17 ± 0.17 2.6 ± 3.3
Notes. (a) equivalent width selected subsample withWMg ii < 11Å,WC iv < 4.8Å; (b) not radio-loud; (c) radio-loud; (d) radio-loud and core-dominated;
(e) radio-loud and lobe-dominated.
Table 3. Test statistics Dmax from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test for the comparison of the first six samples from
Tabl. 2 with the comparison sample. In the last two columns, the critical values Dcrit,α of the one-tailed test are given for the error
probabilities α = 0.01 and α = 0.001.
Sample D (log L) D (log M) D (ε) D (M˙) Dcrit,0.01 Dcrit,0.001
WLQ-EWS 0.67 0.20 0.52 - 0.23 0.28
rWLQ-EWS 0.62 0.21 0.50 0.55 0.27 0.33
WLQ all 0.66 0.32 0.33 - 0.09 0.10
rWLQ all 0.62 0.31 0.30 0.40 0.10 0.12
rWLQ nRL 0.59 0.28 0.28 0.39 0.11 0.14
rWLQ RL 0.69 0.42 0.38 0.49 0.20 0.24
rWLQ RL,c 0.70 0.37 0.39 0.50 0.22 0.27
by contours. The WLQ sample contains several extremely lu-
minous quasars. The highest luminosity is measured for SDSS
J152156.48+520238.5 with log L = 48.1, which is one of the
four most luminous quasars in the SDSS DR7 quasar catalogue.4
Also the black hole mass M = 1.3 1010 M and the Eddington
ratio ε = 0.95 of SDSS J152156.48+520238.5 are very high,
whereas the accretion rate M˙ = 2.1M/yr is rather normal.
However, these values should be interpreted with caution be-
cause the virial mass is derived from the C iv line (see Sect.
2). High-quality data provided by Wu et al. (2011), based on
near-infrared spectroscopy, yield M = 6.2 109 M and ε = 0.81.
With z = 2.238 (Wu et al. 2011), this quasar does not belong
to the rWLQ sample, but there is also an overabundance of very
luminous quasars in the rWLQ sample. On the other hand, the
top left panel of Fig. 5 indicates a lower luminosity threshold
for the rWLQs at log Llow ≈ 46.3, though there is some scatter.
The higher mass of the rWLQs is probably the consequence of
the correlation between L and M in the parent sample (see also
Meusinger & Weiss 2013). There is no significant difference be-
tween the distributions of the radio-loud subsample and the rest,
though radio-loud WLQs tend to be slightly more luminous.
Because the lower luminosity cut does obviously not signif-
icantly depend on M, it produces M-dependent lower limits of
the Eddington ratio with log εlow ∝ − log M and of the accre-
tion rate with log M˙low ∝ −0.89 log M that are clearly seen in
the corresponding panels in the top row of Fig. 5. We demon-
strate such an effect by a simple simulation. The approach is
described in detail in Meusinger & Weiss (2013), here we only
repeat the most important steps. We simulated a quasar sample
with a z distribution similar to that of the rWLQ sample and
with a reasonable mass distribution. Then we assigned a ran-
domly chosen value of the radiative efficiency of the accretion
process η = 0.057 . . . 0.321 for non-rotating to maximum spin
4 The luminosity log L = 48.29 of the most luminous quasar, SDSS
J074521.78+473436.1, is only marginally higher.
Fig. 6. Left: Signal-to-noise ratio versus i band magnitude for
the rWLQ sample (filled red squares; magenta frames: rWLQ-
EWS subsample) and for the WLQ candidates that were rejected
as noisy (black plus signs). For comparison, the contour curves
show the distribution of the comparison sample (equally spaced
logarithmic local point density contours estimated with a grid
size of ∆x,∆y = 0.1, 0.05). Horizontal dashed line: explicit se-
lection threshold S/N> 2, dotted line: 12th percentile of the
rWLQ sample and 88th percentile of the unclassified noisy spec-
tra at S/N=9. Right: Frequency distribution for the rWLQ sam-
ple (solid red), the rWLQ-EWS subsample (dashed magenta),
and the WLQ candidates rejected as noisy (solid black). The his-
togram for the rWLQ-EWS subsample is stretched by a factor of
two for better visibility.
black holes. With η = L/(M˙c2) and the scaling relation for M˙,
we get a relation between η, L, and M and can thus compute L
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Fig. 7. Equivalent width of the Mg ii line versus (a) bolometric luminosity, (b) black hole mass, (c) Eddington ratio, and (d) accretion
rate for the rWLQ sample. Filled red squares: FIRST detected WLQs, open red squares: FIRST undetected, magenta frames: rWLQ-
EWS subsample. Straight lines: linear regression curves for the rWLQ sample. The distributions for the comparison sample are
indicated by equally spaced logarithmic local point density contours estimated with a grid size of ∆x,∆y = 0.1, 0.05 dex.
for each quasar assuming, for simplicity, the same spectral slope
αλ = −1.52 for all quasars. We applied a z-dependent lower L
limit corresponding to the flux limit of the survey, an upper L
limit corresponding to the luminosity distribution, and Gaussian
distributed errors of the “observed” mass. This simulated “ob-
served” quasar sample shows distributions on the L −M, ε −M,
and M˙ − M planes similar to those of our comparison sample
of ordinary quasars. The differences may be due primarily to the
very rough assumptions on the mass distribution and the η − M
relation and are not relevant here. Next, we created a subsam-
ple of high-luminosity quasars simply by arbitrarily selecting a
proportion (20 %) of the quasars with log L > 46.3. The simu-
lated sample and the high-L subsample are shown in the second
row of Fig. 5. The distributions in the ε − M plane and in the
M˙−M plane are very similar to the observed ones in the top row
of Fig. 5. Such an agreement cannot be achieved for a subsample
determined by a threshold of the Eddington ratio. Therefore, we
conclude that the visually selected WLQ sample is better char-
acterised by higher luminosities. The differences in ε and M˙ are
then at least partly a consequence of the higher L in combina-
tion with the intrinsic L − M relation of the parent SDSS quasar
sample and the ε − L or M˙ − M relation, respectively.
The third row of Fig. 5 shows a subsample of low-EW
quasars drawn from the comparison sample of ordinary quasars
by an EW threshold. There are too few quasars in the compar-
ison sample that satisfy the selection criterion of the rWLQ-
EWS subsample. Therefore, the constraint had to be relaxed to
WMg ii < 15 Å and WC iv < 7 Å. The thus selected subsample
appears to be characterised by higher Eddington ratios, accre-
tion rates, and luminosities compared with the parent sample,
but clearly not by higher masses.
Finally, the bottom row of Fig. 5 shows another subsample
from the comparison sample. Here, only quasars with high S/N
of their spectra, S/N > 9, were selected. The distributions are
remarkably similar to those of the rWLQ sample in the top row.
3.2.2. S/N bias
Is the tendency of WLQs to be more luminous than ordinary
quasars at the same z a selection effect? When measuring the
spectral index αλ, the mean S/N in the pseudo continuum win-
dows was estimated and quasars with a mean S/N < 2 were ex-
cluded. However, the number of the rejected quasars is very low
and this explicit selection threshold is thus not very important.
A much stronger bias towards higher S/N might be implicitly in-
troduced by the visual selection from the icon maps. A certain
classification as a WLQ candidate requires sufficient S/N and
S/N is tightly correlated with the flux density.
Figure 6 shows the measured S/N versus SDSS i band magni-
tude for both the rWLQ sample and the comparison sample. The
distribution of the rWLQ-EWS subsample is similar to that of
the rWLQ sample. The rWLQ sample only populates the upper
part of the region populated by the comparison sample. There
are two possible explanations for this difference: WLQs either
have higher S/N due to a selection effect or are more luminous
than normal quasars. In reality, both effects can be combined, of
course. When we consider the distribution of those quasars that
were rejected in the course of the classification procedure be-
cause the spectra appeared too noisy, we find a dichotomy. 88%
of the rWLQ sample have S/N = 9, while about the same percent-
age of the objects with noisy spectra are below that value. Taking
S/N = 9 as representative for the selection threshold and apply-
ing this threshold to the comparison sample, we find the mean
luminosity of the high-S/N subsample to be about two times
higher than that of the entire comparison sample. The quasars
from the rWLQ sample are on average ∼ 4 times brighter than
normal (Tab. 2). About half of the luminosity excess is explained
by the S/N selection bias.
To summarise, Figs. 5 and 6 along with Tab. 2 suggest that
WLQs have higher luminosities, Eddington ratios, and accretion
rates than normal quasars, although our basic sample is strongly
affected by a selection bias. The relatively high masses of our
WLQs are most likely a consequence of this selection effect.
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Fig. 8. Variability index V in the u, g, r, and i band (left to right) versus luminosity for the 23 WLQs identified in the variability
catalogue (filled red squares, magenta frames: WLQ-EWS subsample). For comparison, the entire sample from the variability
catalogue is indicated by the median relation (thick blue curve) with standard deviation (shaded green area) and by the equally
spaced logarithmic local point density contours (estimated with a grid size of ∆x,∆y = 0.2, 0.2). Open circle with error bars: mean
value and 1σ deviations of the WLQs.
3.2.3. Baldwin effect
The anti-correlation between the luminosity5 and the EW of the
C iv line was first discovered by Baldwin (1977) and has become
known as the Baldwin effect. A number of subsequent studies
have confirmed this effect for the C iv line and for many other
emission lines in the ultraviolet and optical (e.g. Green et al.
2001; Dietrich et al. 2002; Wu et al. 2009; Richards et al. 2011;
Bian et al. 2012). Several interpretations about the origin of the
Baldwin effect have been proposed, but there is currently no con-
sensus about the fundamental mechanisms behind it. A promis-
ing explanation is that it is related to a luminosity-dependence of
the SED shape (e.g. Netzer et al. 1992; Zheng & Malkan 1993;
Dietrich et al. 2002; Wu et al. 2009). In the last decade, several
studies proposed that the Baldwin effect may be driven by the
Eddington ratio (Shang et al. 2003; Bachev et al. 2004; Baskin
& Laor 2004; Dong et al. 2009, 2011; Bian et al. 2012).
In Fig. 7, the Mg ii equivalent width is plotted versus L,M, ε,
and M˙, respectively. The Baldwin effect is clearly indicated for
the comparison sample where we observe slightly stronger anti-
correlations with ε and M˙ than with L. The strongest effect is
found for M˙ probably indicationg that the accretion rate is the
main driver. No significant correlation is indicated with the black
hole mass M. As in Fig. 5, there is no significant difference be-
tween radio-loud and not radio-loud quasars. Similar to Fig. 5,
the areas populated by the rWLQ sample in Fig. 7 are identi-
cal with the regions of low W and high L, ε, and M˙ of normal
quasars. The rWLQ-EWS sample is simply the low-EW part of
the rWLQ sample. (Note that there are a few WLQs with WMg ii
below but WC iv above the EWS threshold.) The high mean val-
ues of the luminosity, the Eddington ratios, and the accretion
rate in Tab. 2 are thus partly a reflex of the Baldwin effect. The
Baldwin effect is also present in the rWLQ sample (regression
lines). Because of the inherent selection bias it is, however, not
useful to compare the slopes with those from the literature
5 More precisely, the rest-frame continuum luminosity at 1450 Å.
3.3. Variability
In a previous study (Meusinger et al. 2011), we exploited the
Light-Motion Curve Catalogue (LMCC; Bramich et al. 2008) of
3.7 million objects with multi-epoch photometry from the S82 of
the SDSS DR7 to analyse the light curves for about 9 000 quasars
in the five SDSS bands. We computed the rest-frame first-order
structure function (SF) D(τrf) for each LMCC light curve in each
band. The SF is a sort of running variance of the magnitudes as
a function of the rest-frame time-lag τrf , i.e. the time difference
between two arbitrary measurements. The arithmetic mean of all
noise-corrected SF data points in the interval τrf,max ≈ 1 − 2 yr
was taken as variability estimator. In other words, the quantity
V used to describe the strength of the variability of a quasar is
the variance of its magnitude differences from all those pairs of
two measurements that have rest-frame time-lags between 1 and
2 yr. V was computed for each of the five SDSS bands.
The sample from our previous study included three quasars
from the WLQ sample of Diamond-Stanic et al. (2009).
Variability was found to be close to the median value for one
of them but is remarkably lower for the other two. Also other
quasars with relatively weak BELs selected from the same sam-
ple were found to vary by less than the general median disper-
sion. However, this previous WLQ sample was very low and the
interpretation of some of these objects remains uncertain.
We identified 23 WLQs from our present sample with entries
in the variability catalogue of S82 quasars. Using the variability
estimators from this catalogue, we found again a tendency to-
wards lower variability for the WLQs compared to the entire
sample. Figure 8 shows the variability-luminosity diagrams us-
ing the variability indices V in the u, g, r, and i band, respectively.
It has been known for a long time that variability is anti-
correlated with luminosity, in the sense that, at a given rest-frame
wavelength, more luminous AGNs tend to vary with lower frac-
tional amplitudes than less luminous AGNs (e.g. Pica & Smith
1983; Hook et al. 1994; Paltani & Courvoisier 1997; Vanden
Berk et al. 2004; De Vries et al. 2005; Meusinger et al. 2011).
The main driver behind the V − L relation may be the Eddington
ratio or the accretion rate (e.g. Ai et al. 2010; Meusinger &
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Weiss 2013). A tendency towards lower variability indices of
our WLQs is thus expected as a consequence of their higher lu-
minosities. However, the mean values for the 23 WLQs are be-
low the mean V − L relation in all SDSS bands. Figure 8 thus
indicates that the continuum in WLQs is, on average, at least
not more variable than in ordinary quasars. This conclusion is
boosted by the fact that the variability of the line flux is weaker
than the variability of the underlying continuum (Wilhite et al.
2005; Meusinger et al. 2011).
4. Wide band spectral energy distribution
4.1. From Lyα to the mid-infrared
Information on the SED of the quasars with a much wider wave-
length coverage than the SDSS spectra is available particularly
thanks to the sky surveys in the infrared. We used the photo-
metric data for the J, H, and K band from the Two Micron All-
Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006) and for the w1 to
w4 bands from the Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE;
Wright et al. 2010) in combination with the u,g,r,i, and z magni-
tudes from the SDSS. The SDSS and 2MASS magnitudes were
taken from the SDSS DR7 quasar catalogue (Schneider et al.
2010). We identified 95% of the SDSS DR7 quasars in the WISE
All-Sky Source Catalog6 within a search radius of 6′′. 99% of
the identified quasars have SDSS-WISE position differences less
than 3′′. 2MASS J, H, and K band magnitudes are only available
for 38, 28, and 28%, respectively.
The colour-redshift diagrams from the SDSS and WISE data
are shown in Fig. 9. Although at first glance the mean colours
of the WLQs are similar to those of the entire quasar popula-
tion, the wavy structure is less pronounced for the WLQs and
even less for the WLQ-EWS subsample. The features in the
SDSS colour-z diagrams can be understood as being caused by
the strong emission lines moving in and out of the filters with
changing redshift (e.g. Richards et al. 2001). For example, nor-
mal quasars have a relatively blue r − i at z ≈ 1, where the Mg ii
line dominates the r band, and a relatively red r − i at z ≈ 1.7
where it falls into the i band. The weaker Mg ii line of the WLQs
results in a redder colour r − i at z ≈ 1 and a bluer at z ≈ 1.7
compared to the median colour redshift relation. There are no
systematic differences in the WISE colour-z diagrams between
the WLQs and the normal quasars. For the rWLQ sample, we
derived mean colour indices w1 − w2 = 1.22 ± 0.25,w2 − w3 =
2.97 ± 0.33,w3 − w4 = 2.66 ± 0.52 compared to w1 − w2 =
1.28 ± 0.22,w2 − w3 = 2.97 ± 0.35,w3 − w4 = 2.71 ± 0.51 for
the comparison samples. However, in a colour-z diagram for a
combined SDSS-WISE colour, the WLQs appear to be signifi-
cantly bluer on average, as shown for i − w1 in the Fig. 9 e. For
z = 0.7 . . . 2, this colour index reflects the slope of the SED be-
tween rest-frame near-ultraviolet and near-infrared.
After applying Galactic extinction corrections to the pho-
tometry in all 12 bands, the magnitudes were transformed into
monochromatic fluxes per wavelength interval, Fλ, and the effec-
tive wavelengths of each filter were transformed into rest-frame
wavelengths. We arbitrarily normalised the rest-frame SED of
each quasar at 3000 Å. Therefore, the redshift range had to be
restricted to 0.3 ≤ z ≤ 2. The sample contains 79 055 quasars.
After normalisation, we computed the arithmetic median and
standard deviation of all data points in narrow wavelength in-
tervals.
6 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/Gator/nph-dd
In Fig. 10 a, we plotted the arithmetic median wide band
SED and the 1σ error interval for the entire quasar sample from
the SDSS DR7 quasar catalogue. It is well matched by the SDSS
composite spectrum from Vanden Berk et al. (2001). The de-
redshifted wavelengths intervals covered by the various photo-
metric bands are indicated by the vertical lines and labelled in
the lower part. It is evident that the structures seen in the 1σ
area are related to the edges of the bands in combination with
the different photometric errors. In the near infrared, the strong
incompleteness of the 2MASS photometry must be mentioned.
Quasar to quasar variations of the host galaxy fraction con-
tribute to the increase of the scatter from UV to optical wave-
lengths. Because the host contamination depends on the quasar
luminosity, the WLQ sample with its higher mean luminosity
is expected to have a smaller host contribution compared to the
entire quasar sample. We therefore have to compare the SED
of the WLQs with that of a comparison sample with the same
luminosity distribution. We constructed such a control sam-
ple in a similar way as mentioned in Sect.2, but this time the
two-dimensional distribution in the L − z space is required to
match that of the WLQ sample. The size of this (L, z) compar-
ison sample is again ten times that of the WLQ sample. The
wide band SED of the (L, z) comparison sample, over-plotted in
Fig. 10 a, indicates smaller host contributions compared to the
parent SDSS quasar sample, as expected.
The wide band SED of the WLQ-EWS sample is shown in
Fig. 10 b along with that of the (L, z) comparison sample. The
agreement is relatively good, but the WLQ SED turns out to
be slightly steeper over nearly the covered wavelength range.
The same trend is seen for the wide band SED of the entire
WLQ sample (Fig. 10 c) that shows less fluctuations because of
the larger sample size. Figure 10 d shows that the agreement be-
tween the WLQ sample and the comparison sample is improved
after adding a power-law component Fλ, add = cλαλ to the com-
parison sample SED. We checked various parameter combina-
tions (c, αλ) and found a good match for αλ ≈ −1.8 . . . − 1.7, i.e.
αν = −0.2 . . .− 0.3, and an enhancement of the total flux density
at 3000 Å by a factor ∼ 2.
4.2. Radio emission
Table 2 indicates a relatively high percentage of radio-loud
WLQs compared to the entire SDSS DR7 quasar sample. In gen-
eral, the distribution of the radio-loudness of quasars appears to
be bimodal with about 10% being radio-loud (Kellermann et al.
1989; White et al. 2000; Ivezic´ et al. 2002).
Table 4 gives an overview of the radio properties of vari-
ous samples. The proportion of radio-loud quasars, i.e. the ra-
tio frl = Nrl/Nall of the number Nrl of radio-loud quasars to
the number Nall of all WLQs in FIRST footprint amounts to
0.26 for the WLQ sample and 0.22 for the rWLQ sample. The
radio-loudness proportion is even higher for the EWS subsam-
ples (0.35 and 0.37). In the comparison sample, only 6% of
the quasars are radio-loud, in good agreement with the value
of 8% found for the SDSS quasar sample (Ivezic´ et al. 2002).
A high amount of radio-loud quasars was also found for the
WLQ sample from Paper 1. In addition, we constructed a sam-
ple of 98 WLQs from the literature (Diamond-Stanic et al. 2009;
Shemmer et al. 2010; Lane et al. 2011; Nikołajuk & Walter
2012; Wu et al. 2012). The percentage of radio-loud quasars is
lower for that sample. However, the majority of these quasars
have higher redshifts than ours and when we reject those with
z > 3, the remaining subsample has a radio-loudness rate as
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Fig. 9. SDSS and WISE colour-redshift diagrams for the WLQ sample (filled red squares; magenta frames: WLQ-EWS subsample).
For comparison, the distributions of all quasars from the Shen catalogue are shown by contours (equally spaced logarithmic local
point density contours estimated with a grid size of ∆x,∆y = 0.1, 0.1) and by the median colour redshift relation (thick blue curve)
with standard deviation (shaded green area).
Table 4. Radio properties of the WLQs and of the compari-
son samples. (#: number of quasars, frl: proportion of radio-loud
quasars; fr: proportion of radio-detected quasars in FIRST foot-
print; R: radio-loudness, rN,cl: number ratio of core-dominated
to lobe-dominated sources; rR,cl ratio of mean radio-loudness of
core-dominated to lobe-dominated sources)
Sample # frl fr logR rN,cl rR,cl
WLQ-EWSa 46 0.35 0.42 1.70 8.0 0.04
rWLQ-EWSa 33 0.37 0.47 1.67 6.0 0.04
WLQa 365 0.26 0.34 1.65 9.5 0.30
rWLQa 261 0.22 0.33 1.58 6.9 0.22
Comparisona 2750 0.06 0.06 2.23 2.7 0.60
WLQ Paper 1b 161 0.25 0.34 1.52 54/0 -
WLQ Litc 98 0.10 0.28 1.46 26.0 0.36
WLQ Lit (z < 3)d 25 0.24 0.36 - 9/0 -
Shen EW< 15e 1268 0.22 0.24 1.93 10.9 0.25
Notes. (a) As in Tab. 2; (b) WLQs from Paper 1 with identification in
Shen catalogue; (c) WLQs from literature (see text); (d) WLQs from lit-
erature with z < 3; (e) EW selected sample from the Shen catalogue in
FIRST footprint with 0 < WMg ii < 15Å and BAL FLAG = 0.
high as in our WLQ sample. The lower radio-loudness percent-
age among the high redshift WLQs from the literature is mainly
due to the fact that many of these sources were selected to be
not radio-loud. Finally, we selected all quasars with Mg ii equiv-
alent widths WMg ii < 15Å from Shen et al. (2011). Again, the
radio-loudness proportion (0.22) is much higher than typical for
the parent quasar sample. On the other hand, though frl is high,
the mean radio-loudness R for the WLQs is much lower than for
the comparison sample.
The proportion fr ≡ Nr;R>0/Nall of the radio-detected quasars
in the FIRST survey area amounts to 0.34 for the entire WLQ
sample, 0.33 for the rWLQ sample, but only 0.06 for the com-
parison sample. Again, the ratios are higher for the EWS sub-
samples (0.42 and 0.47). The radio proportion is also higher for
the other WLQ samples in Tab. 4. It is qualitatively expected that
the percentage of radio detections is higher for our WLQ sample
than for the comparison sample because of the higher luminos-
ity. As a consequence of the relatively narrow z range, the lu-
minosity strongly correlates with the flux density and the WLQ
sample is thus expected to also have a higher number of quasars
with 1.4 GHz radio flux densities exceeding the FIRST detection
limit, even if R is independent of L.
Figure 11 shows the proportion of (a) the radio-detected
quasars and (b) the radio-loud quasars as functions of the lu-
minosity for both WLQs and ordinary quasars from the Shen
catalogue. Both samples were restricted to z = 0.6 − 2.0, where
the overwhelming majority (93%) of the WLQs are found. For
the Shen catalogue sample, the trend with L is only moderate
for the proportion of radio-loud quasars but strong for the pro-
portion of radio detections. On the other hand, Fig. 11 clearly
shows that the luminosity dependence of the proportion of radio
detections is by far not strong enough to explain the high rates of
FIRST-detected WLQs. The WLQ-EWS subsample follows the
same trend as our visually selected WLQ sample. We conclude
that the high percentage of radio sources among our WLQs is
not primarily a consequence of the higher luminosities, i.e. of
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Fig. 10. Wide band (wb) SED. (a) Shen catalogue with z < 2 (yellow solid curve: median, green shaded area: 1σ errors) and
WLQ comparison sample (black dotted curve), normalised at 3000 Å. Over-plotted (blue): SDSS quasar composite spectrum from
Vanden Berk et al. (2001). The horizontal lines indicate the wavelengths intervals covered by the different photometric bands. The
inset shows the wb SED of all SDSS quasars (solid green) and of the comparison sample (black dotted) in the wavelength range
1300Å −3000 Å in linear scale, as well as the SDSS quasar composite spectrum smoothed with a 300 Å boxcar (blue dashed). (b)
WLQ-EWS sample (red solid curve) and comparison sample (black dotted curve and green shaded area). Over-plotted (blue): SDSS
WLQ composite spectrum from Fig. 3. (c) As (b), but for the entire WLQ sample instead of the WLQ-EWS subsample. (d) As (b),
but the comparison sample SED is boosted by a power-law component (plc) with αλ = −1.7 and re-normalised, the green shaded
area indicates the 1σ errors of the WLQ sample, and the SDSS composite spectrum was omitted for the sake of clarity.
the Baldwin effect in combination with the S/N selection bias
discussed in Sect. 3.2.
In the top panels of Fig. 12, we plotted R as a function of
WMg ii (left) and WC iv (right), respectively, for the rWLQ sample
and the comparison sample of normal quasars. In addition, the
distributions for all quasars from the Shen catalogue is shown
by contour lines. There is a wide scatter, but the linear regres-
sions for the comparison sample indicates an increase of R with
increasing W. The centroid of the WLQ distribution is slightly
below the regression line. The middle panels of Fig. 12 show the
proportins fr(W) of radio-detected quasars in EW bins. There
seems to be a negative correlation between fr and W for the
WLQs.
The overwhelming majority of the FIRST-detected WLQs
are core-dominant radio sources. The ratio rN,cl = Nc/Nl of the
numbers of core-dominant to lobe-dominant sources is about
three times higher than for the comparison sample. Again, high
ratios rN,cl are also found for the other WLQ samples. On the
other hand, the ratio rR,cl = Rc/Rl of the mean radio-loudness of
the core-dominant to that of the lobe-dominant sources is about
2 . . . 3 times lower than usual. The very low value of rR,cl = 0.04
for the rWLQ-EWS subsample is likely an effect of the poor
statistics with only two lobe-dominated quasars.
4.3. X-rays
Finally, we briefly consider the rate of X-ray sources. We use the
column rass offset from the Shen catalogue to select X-ray de-
tections. For an offset less then 30 arcsec, we find a percentage
of 6.5% for the rWLQ sample compared to 2.6% for the com-
parison sample. If we restrict the offset to less than 10 arcsec,
the corresponding proportions are 1.8% and 0.6%, respectively.
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Fig. 12. Radio loudness and equivalent width of Mg ii (left) and C iv (right). Top: radio-loudness parameter R (filled red squares:
rWLQ sample, magenta framed filled squares: rWLQ-EWS sample, large open red circle with error bars: mean value and 1σ error of
rWLQs, blue plus signs: comparison sample, contours: all quasars from the Shen catalogue with bal flag = 0). Middle: proportion
fr of FIRST-detected quasars in EW bins (filled red squares: rWLQ sample, magenta framed filled square: mean value from the
rWLQ-EWS sample, open blue squares: comparison sample, black lozenge: WLQ Lit (z < 3) sample, black asterisks: all quasars
from the Shen catalogue with bal flag = 0, horizontal bars: binning intervals, vertical bars: uncertainties from Poisson statistics and
error propagation). Bottom: histogram distribution of the EW (solid red: rWLQ sample, dashed blue: comparison sample).
Therewith, the X-ray percentage appears to be three times higher
for the WLQs than for the ordinary quasars, but this low-number
statistics is very uncertain. The mean redshifts and RASS count
rates are similar for both samples.
5. Discussion
We found that the continuum of the composite SED for the WLQ
sample is steeper than for ordinary quasars. The WLQ composite
spectrum is reasonably well matched by a modified composite of
normal quasars where the BELs are normal but the continuum is
hotter than usual. We also found that the WLQs have higher lu-
minosities, Eddington ratios, and accretion rates, while the vari-
ability is lower. Finally, the WLQ sample is also significantly
different from the comparison sample of ordinary quasars with
respect to the radio properties. In this section, we try to give a
consistent interpretation of these findings.
In the standard picture (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973; Frank et
al. 2002), the temperature of the accretion disk around a black
hole of given mass is determined by the accretion rate. Higher
accretion rates lead to higher disk temperatures, luminosities,
and Eddington ratios. The variability is known to anti-correlate
with the Eddington ratio and the accretion rate (Wilhite et al.
2008; Bauer et al. 2009; Zuo et al. 2012; Meusinger & Weiss
2013). The accretion process in quasars is probably accompa-
nied by strong local temperature fluctuations (Dexter & Agol
2011; Dexter et al. 2012; Ruan et al. 2014) and perhaps also by
global fluctuations of the accretion rate (Pereyra et al. 2006; Li &
Cao 2008; Zuo et al. 2012). The variability strength of the BEL
flux is an order of magnitude less than for the underlying con-
tinuum (Wilhite et al. 2005; Meusinger et al. 2011). A change of
the level of the continuum flux is not immediately accompanied
by a change of the line flux on the same level. Hryniewicz et al.
(2010) proposed a scenario where quasar activity has an inter-
mittent character with several subphases. Each subphase starts
with a slow development of the BLR. At least in a statistical
sense, the WLQs in our sample can be consistently understood
as AGNs in the beginning of a phase of stronger accretion, i.e.
accretion rate and luminosity enhanced and variability thus re-
duced, whereas the BLR has not yet adapted to the level of the
disk. In such a scenario, high ionisation BELs, like C iv and Lyα,
are expected to be weaker than low ionisation BELs, like Mg ii,
because they are formed at a higher distance from the disk. In
fact, our WLQ sample indicates more weakening of the high ion-
isation compared to the low ionisation lines (Tab. 2; Fig. 4).
In order to account for the high amount of radio-detected
quasars among our WLQs, we consider the viewing angle to-
wards a radio jet as another possibly important aspect for the
WLQ phenomenon. We found that our WLQs are, on average,
less radio-loud than ordinary quasars but are much more likely
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Fig. 11. Fraction of (a) FIRST radio-detected quasars and (b)
radio-loud quasars in luminosity bins for the quasars from the
Shen catalogue (blue asterisks), the subsample of Shen quasars
with WMg ii < 11 Å and WC iv < 4.8 Å (open blue squares), our
WLQ sample (filled red squares), and the WLQ-EWS subsam-
pls of WLQs (magenta framed squares). All samples restricted
to 0.6 ≤ z ≤ 2.
to have FIRST counterparts. About one third of the WLQs in our
sample are radio sources on the FIRST level.
First, however, we have to make sure that the high percentage
of radio detections is not a selection effect. In Paper 1, we found
remarkably high radio detection rates for different types of un-
usual quasars, particularly for unusual BAL quasars. The radio
detection rate was found there to positively correlate with the de-
gree of the deviation from the SDSS quasar composite spectrum.
The ratio, NF/NC, of the number of quasars with the FIRST tar-
get flag set to the number of quasars with their colour target flag
set was found there significantly higher for the unusual quasars
(0.33) than for the entire quasar catalogue (0.07). In addition,
we considered the ratio NFs/NCs, where NFs is the number of
quasars selected solely by the FIRST selection but not the colour
selection and NCs is the number of quasars without FIRST coun-
terparts but selected solely based on their colours. Again, we
found a much higher value (0.22) for the unusual than for the
entire quasar sample (0.01). For the WLQ sample of the present
study, we have NF/NC = 0.33, reflecting once again the high
proportion of radio detections, but NFs/NCs = 0.01, which is in
accordance with the ordinary quasars. The latter is actually not
surprising because the SDSS colour-z relations of the WLQs are
not much different from the mean relations (Fig.9). This indi-
cates that, different from e.g. the unusual BAL quasars in Paper
1, the high radio detection rate of the WLQs cannot be unam-
biguously attributed to a selection bias in the sense that a high
number were only targeted by SDSS because they had been de-
tected as radio sources. As a consequence, we have to assume
that the high percentage of radio sources is an intrinsic property.
Our WLQ sample was visually selected from the Kohonen
icon maps (Sect. 2). The basic criterion for the inclusion into
the final sample was the presence of weak but clearly identi-
fiable BELs. Moreover, we only accepted objects identified in
the SDSS DR7 quasar catalogue (Schneider et al. 2010; Shen
et al. 2011) where the presence of broad lines in the spectra is
required to be included. The presence of BELs is usually consid-
ered as evidence that the continuum radiation is not dominated
by a beamed synchrotron component. Therefore our sample is
unlikely to be dominated by BL Lac objects where the beamed
synchrotron emission strongly overpowers the thermal emission.
The variability data (Sect. 3.3) are also inconsistent with a dom-
inance of beamed non-thermal emission.
It has been suggested that the radio-to-optical flux ratio Rc
from the radio core is a useful statistical measure of orientation
(Baker & Hunstead 1995; Wills & Brotherton 1995; Kimball et
al. 2011). In standard unification theory, orientation has an ef-
fect on the optical spectrum both via obscuration in the plane
of the accretion flow and via relativistic boosting in the line
of sight close to the relativistic outflow. High values of Rc are
supposed to indicate a low angle to the jet axis. We did not ex-
plicitly separate the radio emission into core and extended com-
ponents. However, because the majority (> 90%) of our radio-
detected WLQs are core dominant, we simply identify R with
Rc. Then, Fig. 12 would mean that our radio-detected WLQs
have higher inclination angles to the jet. A similar trend of Rc
with WMg ii and WC IV was reported by Kimball et al. (2011)
who predicted that this correlation may be caused by anisotropic
emission from the BLR. From the study of composite spectra of
quasar samples grouped by the radio core-to-lobe ratio, Baker
& Hunstead (1995) found stronger reddening in lobe-dominated
quasars thought to be observed at higher inclination angles to
the jet (i.e. edge-on). Because the core-to-lobe ratio is correlated
with Rc (Kimball et al. 2011), we would expect that our WLQs
exhibit stronger reddened spectra because of their lower mean R
value. This, however, is clearly not the case. The median SED
of the WLQs is steeper than that of the comparison sample. If
this would be caused by reddening, the WLQ sample would be
less reddened. We conclude that the WLQs in our sample are not
seen preferentially edge on.
The majority (65%) of the WLQs with R > 10 have
radio-loudness parameters in the range 25 . . . 250, sometimes
called radio-intermediate. It was proposed that flat-spectrum
radio-intermediate quasars are relativistically boosted radio-
quiet quasars (Falcke et al. 1996; Wang et al. 2006). If this also
applies to the radio-intermediate WLQs in our sample, we ex-
pect to view these quasars at low inclination angles to the jet.
We argued (Fig. 10) that the difference between the slopes of the
median wide band SEDs of the WLQ sample and the comparison
sample can be explained by an additional power-law component,
respectively a hotter continuum (Fig. 4), that does not dominate
but makes a substantial contribution to the observed flux of the
WLQs. An enhancement of the continuum by a factor of two
caused by an additional component reduces the EW of the lines
correspondingly (Fig. 4).
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6. Summary and conclusions
We performed a new search for quasars with weak emission lines
in the spectroscopic data from the SDSS DR7. We visually in-
spected the 36 self-organising maps (Kohonen maps) from Paper
1 for nearly 105 spectra classified as quasars by the SDSS spec-
troscopic pipeline and selected a sample of ∼ 2500 WLQ candi-
dates. After the thorough individual analysis of all selected spec-
tra we created a final sample of 365 WLQs with mean redshift
z = 1.50 ± 0.45. The mean equivalent widths are 17 ± 8 Å for
Mg ii and 13 ± 14 Å for C iv. To avoid contamination, feature-
less spectra were not included. The corresponding incomplete-
ness is estimated to about 10%. The sample includes a subsam-
ple of 46 WLQs with EWs below 3-sigma thresholds defined by
the EW distribution of the ordinary quasars (EWS subsample).
Especially for the analysis of the accretion rates, a subsample
restricted to the redshift range 0.7 < z < 1.7 was considered
(rWLQ sample).
The investigation of the properties of the WLQs (WLQ-EWS
subsample, rWLQ-EWS subsample, and their parent samples)
and their comparison with corresponding control samples yields
the following results:
– The SDSS composite spectrum for the WLQs shows signifi-
cantly weaker BELs and a bluer continuum compared to the
ordinary quasars. Therefore it can be excluded that WLQs
are stronger affected by dust reddening than usual and it is
unlikely that WLQs are preferentially seen edge-on. No sig-
nificant differences are found between the composites of the
radio-loud and the not radio-loud WLQs. (Sect. 3.1)
– The wide-band SED constructed from the SDSS, 2MASS,
and WISE photometric data (Sect. 4.1) shows that the trend
of a steeper continuum continues towards the mid infrared.
– The WLQs have, on average, significantly higher luminosi-
ties, Eddington ratios, and accretion rates, but not signifi-
cantly higher black hole masses (Sect. 3.2). About half of
the luminosity excess is produced by a S/N bias in the selec-
tion process. The remaining intrinsic luminosity excess cor-
responds to the Baldwin effect and also manifests by higher
accretion rates and Eddington ratios. The higher mean mass
is simply a consequence of the higher mean luminosity in
combination with the positive M − L correlation in the par-
ent sample.
– Indicators for the strength of the UV and optical variabil-
ity are available for 23 WLQs from our sample. They show
a wide scatter with a tendency towards lower variability
than that of the ordinary quasars of comparable luminosities
(Sect. 3.3).
– The WLQ sample has remarkable radio properties (Sect. 4.2)
that are probably not produced by selection effects. The per-
centage of radio-detected quasars is more than five times
higher then for the control sample and the ratio of the num-
ber of core-dominant to the number of lobe-dominant radio
sources is about three times higher. On the other hand, the
mean radio-loudness of the radio-detected WLQs is much
lower than for the ordinary quasars. The propotion of radio-
sources increases towards lower equivalent widths while the
mean radio loudness decreases.
The higher luminosities and Eddington ratios in combination
with a bluer SED can be consistently explained by hotter accre-
tion disks, i.e. by stronger accretion. According to the scenario
proposed by Hryniewicz et al. (2010), a change towards a higher
accretion rate is accompanied by an only slow development of
the BLR. We have shown that the composite WLQ spectrum can
be reasonably matched by the ordinary quasar composite where
the continuum has been replaced by that of a hotter disk (Fig. 4).
Therewith, at least a substantial percentage of the WLQs can be
normal quasars in an early stage of increased accretion activity.
On the other hand, a similar effect can be achieved by an addi-
tional power-law component, perhaps in relativistically boosted
radio-quiet quasars viewed at low inclination angles to the jet.
Our WLQ sample is thus probably a mixture of quasars at
the beginning of a stage of increased accretion activity on the
one hand side and of beamed radio-quiet quasars on the other.
There are hints on a close link between the accretion process
and the relativistic jets (e.g. Falcke & Biermann 1995; Rawlings
& Saunders 1991; Cao & Jiang 1999; Dexter et al. 2012) and
one may expect that the two scenarios are closely linked to each
other where an initially high or an enhanced accretion rate is the
reason for the relatively high rate of radio detected quasars.
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